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-.'re evaluated: a thin sand layer, a 41 -in.-thick sand layer, a h-in.-thick clay gravel
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cushion. The second test section had * F-in .- thick lean clay soil cushion surfaced
with new AM2 over deteriorated M6. The test section had a 2-1/2 percent~ cro-ie, and
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ulated F-4C and C-130 test Lm7-ffic. Best ne#rcance was obtained with a configuaration
h-r.ing a 1-ft staggered longitudinal end-joint pattern with only half panels at theI
center line of the test section.* 9'.Fall findings fron- this and another Bare Base =at
overlay investigation indicate that ,the basic soil-landing mat overlay technique is
feasible. Practically any typeT- of soil can be used, but the soil cush-ion =ust be well
protected from surface water. Sands and frine-.,,rained soils can be protected with pre-
fabrizated mebrane. Gravelly soils mist be uheicafly stabilized. Generally, the
minim-n thickness that will :'rovide a smooth bearing surface for the overlay =at is
considered optimum. Greater thickness maz: be used except with sarA, which will exhibit
con2siderable densification and cause subsequent high =at deflectio..
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This report is the third of a number of r-ports covering investiga-

tions conducted by the U. S. Anmy Engineer Waterways Experiment Station

(wPS) for the U. S. Air Force (USAF) under the general project title Bare

Base Support. The investigation reported herein was authorized by USAF

IIPR No. AS-7-203, dated 19 April 1966, and was conducted by the WES during

the period January 1967-February 1968.

Engineers of the WES Soils Division who were actively engaged in the

planning, testing, analyzing, and reporting phases of this study were

Messrs. W. J. Turnbull, J. P..Zale, A. A. axim-ell, R. G- Afblvin, C. D.

* Burns, W. H. Brabston, and R. W. Grau. This report -as prepared bi Messrs.
£ Burns and Brabston. --

Directors of the IES during the conduct of this investigation and

preparation of this report were COL John R. Oswalt, Jr., CE, COL Le°vi A.

Brown, CE, and COL Ernest D. Peixotto, CE. Technical Directors were Messrs.

J. B. Tiffany and F. R. Brown.
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COhv IO FIORS. BRITISH TO MEtrIC UNITS OF IJN-. qfD=-'T

British units of measurment used in thi s revort can be converted to metric

units as follovs:

Pa~tizy By To Obtain

inches 2o514 centimeters

*-_eet 0.3048 meters

square inches 6.4516 square centme ters

, suaare -feet 0.092903 squaze-- -meters
pounds0.1453Y23 kilograns

kips -53.59237 kilograms I
tow 97.185 kilognms

po ids er square inch 0.070307 kiloUams per -quare centimeter

=o-ds per cubic foot 16.0185 hilorams per cubic =ete-

ix
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ECIUES FOR OVERIATIfl D 0Ia.ORATM I1AUDfl MAT

BARE BASE SUPPORT

PAiT 1: DMRODUCTION

1. The U. S. Air -brce (USA) must possess a .high mobile capability

in order to maintain the onerational readiness required in rapidly changing

strategic and tactical situations. A concept now being developed under the

name '*P-e Base" is designed to enhance the mob'1_ity of tactical Air -brce

units of squadron size so they can deploy from home base to any.here in the

-iorld with ro mort than 2-1 hours notice, co-ence air omeratios within

8 h1rs after arr.i'val, sustain operations at wartime sortie rates -p to

'80 days, and still retain the capabili.y of deployiing at any time to

another Bare Base.

2. Speecizical1-, Bare Base means a facility consisting of a ru=W

ta-- , and parking apron capable of sumorting a tachical comat force of

squadron size for at l-ast 30 days, and having a socrce of water that can

be =ade potable, and nothi ng_!. Bare Base sites include eve '- hing frm

ooDerationa airorts to u-imrovea areas wnere construction of a -ami

-ciliky wili be required before tactical fli t operations can bei.

Sites to be considered under this con et include op-erational airort facil-

ities: abandomed or deteriorated ruwy-; existin or newly cons--acted

landing-mat-surfaced. mebrn-covred, or unsurfaced soil assault strips;

and areas -i:- no ei st-in facilities uhatsoever. ,nus. the-e will not

alwmys be a usable Bare Base existin in the area lnder considerationand
the need exists to have the capability of constructing or upr--ading a ra-

" -: "L'c.w. and an-on to the strength and configuration nee' d to support

tactical aircraft. he tests reported herein were concerned with ihe sie-!

cific case of the deteriorated lan-ing-rat-type run.ay that =ist Ie imProved

or upgraded to permit aircraft ope rations.

3. Abancdned, deteriorated, landing-mat-surfaced airstrips that are

Iiil



too rough for aircraft operations will have to be overlaid quickly in order

to provide an adequately smooth landing surface. Placement of new airfield

landing ma directly over the rough deteriorated mat will result in point

loadings and uneven surface characteristics that can lead to early failure

of the overlay mat. It is desirable, therefore, to develop procedures for

placing new airfield matting over old deteriorated landing mat surfaces in

order to provide a satisfactor- landing facility under the Bare Base con-

cept. Techniques that appear feasible include placing a thin leveling

course or a cushion of soil over the rough deteriorated mat prior to place-

ment of the new mat.

4. These techniques and related problems were investigated by the

U. S. A-r= Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (kWE3) by means of a two-

phase test program. The first phase of this study consisted of a pilot

test to determine the optimum soil type and layer thiclness to be con-

structed on the deteriorated mat before placement of the overlay mat. The

second phase as conducted to validate preliminary results and to investi-

gate various placenent configurations for laying 2- by 12-ft* landing mat

on a cro-ned run.W or taxiway. This problem, i iich is not unique to over-

alay construction, was included in this study since a crowmed overLay -was

considered a necessary design feature. The dfficulty involved in placing

2- by 12-ft matting on a crowned runwra or taxivay develops frm the fact

that as placement of the mat proceeds, the in-place matting conformt to the

croned surface on -fich it lies and tends to bend eome .iat over the center-

line croin. Tus, in the crowad area, connection must be made beten the

in-place mat that is slightly boird and subsequent panels that are rela-

tively straight.

5. This inivestigation, both phases of which are reported herein, aas

conducted by the WES during the period January 1967-February 1968.

Objectives and Scope of Investigation

6. The primary objective of this study as to develop methods and

• A table of factors for converting British units of measurem-nt to metric
units is presented on page ix.
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procedures for overlaying rough and deteriorated landing mat surfaces to

provide a suitable landing facility meeting the Bare Base requirements.

Specific objectives were to determine the following:

a. The quality and thickness of cushioning material needed be-
tween the deteriorated mat and the ovcrlay mat.

b. The best laying pattern for placing 2- by 12-ft mat panels
over a crowned subgrade based on laying time and mpt
performance.

c. The ability to maintain adequate subgrade suppor. during wet
weather periods by the use of membrane underlay.

7. These objectives were accomplished in two general phases. The

first phase ccnsisted of:

a. Constructing a pilot test section having a low-strength sub-
grade surfaced with IM6 landing mat.

b. Producing a deteriorated surface on the 146 mat by accelerated
trafficking with a 30,00D-ro single-wheel load (SWL1) on a
20x20 tire inflated to 100 psi.

c. O-erlaying the deteriorated mat with several thicknesses and
types of soil surfaced -ith AM2 landing mat.

d. Performing accelerated traffic tests on the test section
u ith a 25,000-lb SWL on a 30xl1.5 tire inflated to 250 psi.

e. Observing the behavior of the mat and subgrade during traffic

tests and :-ecording pertinent test data.

8. The second phase consisted of:

a. Constructing a large test section having a low-strength sub-
grade built to a 3 percent crown and surfaced with IM6 landing
mat.

b. Dzoducing a typical dsterior,-ted mat surface by applying ac-
celerated traffic on the 1I6 mat until failure. p

Sverla the deteriorated mat rfa with a minimum 4-in.-

thick cushion of lean clay sol. protected with T16 mambraneand surfaced with new AM2 landing mat.

d. Using eight different placement configurations when laying
the AM2.

e. Performing accelerated traffic tests on the test section in
three lanes using a 30,000-lb SWL on a 20x20 tire inflated to
100 psi, a 25,000-lb S L on a 30xl1.5 tire inflated to 250

psi, and a 15,000-lb SVL on a 3$bll.5 tire inflated to 250
psi.

f. Observing the behavior of the test section under traffic and
recording pertinent test data.

3
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N" Conducting rate of placement tests for various configurations
using three diffe-ent placement techniques.

h. Evaluating available data from a full-scale field construc-
tion effort involving placing mat similar to A142 on a 2-1/2
percent crowned subgrade.

9. This report describes the test sections, test procedures, and re-

sults of tests, and gives an analysis of the results.

I4
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PART II: PILOT TEST SECTION 1

I
Materials

Soils

10. Three types of soil were used in the test section: a heavy clay

(CH), a lean clay (CL), a clay gravel (GP), and a fine sand (SP).* Clas-

sification data for these soils are shown in plate 1. The CH material was

an alluvial soil having a liquid limit (n.) of 68 and a plasticity index

(PI) of 40. The GP "was a pit-run gravel having a PI of 7. The CL was a

local soil having ar LL , 35 nd a PY of 12. The SP was a uniforiz:r

graded nonplastic material.
:V16 Membrane

11. This membrane is a single-ply neoprene-coated nylon fabric ma-

terial weighing approximately 0.12 psf. The membrane is manufactured in

strips approximately 4 ft wide, which are factory bonded to form sheets of
appropriate size.

I-Landing M4at

12. M6. A view of a panel of M6 mat is shown in fig. 1. The

fig. 1. M6 steel mat
and end connector

I
• All soil classifications given in this report are in accordance with
U. S. Department of Defense, "Test Methods for Pavement Subgrade, Subbase.
and Base-Course Materials," MI3-STD-621A, 22 Dec 1964, Washington, D. C.

5
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perforated etnulI pztnols are about 10 ft long and 1.3 ft wide i'n4 wfioi 'vp-

proximately 68 lb etch,.
13. AN2. Full and hal.f panels of A142 are chown in fig. 2. The

full panels8 are 2 by IP ft and weigh approximate:.y 1144 lb each; the hal!'

p~ane~ls are 2 by 6 ft and weigh approximately 72 ,b each. Three types ol'

-4

Fig. 2. Full and half' panels of two-piece AM2 aluinm mat

AM2 were utilized at random in the test: one-piece panels, i.e., panels

made from a single 24-in.-wide aluminum extrusion; two-piece panels, i.e.,

panels made by welding two 12-in.*-wid.e extrusions together at a longitudi-

nal seam; and three-piece panels, i.e., panels made by welding three 8-in.-

wide extrusions together to form a 24-in.-wide panel. The panels used in

the pilot study had been used in previous landing mat tests and had re-

ceived prior application of' test traffic. Use of' this mat was necessitated

due to nonavailability of' new landing mat at the time the tests. were to be

conducted.

Test Section

Location

14. The test section was constructed in an unsheltered area at 14ES in

6



order to allow exposure to various climatic conditions.

Description

15. A layout of the test section is shown in plate 2. The test sec-

tion was 100 ft long and 24 ft wide and consisted of four test items. The

lengths of items 1-4 were 26, 28, 24, and 22 ft, respectively. The test

section had a 12-in.-thick heavy clay subgrade, which was continuous under

all four items. The average strength of the subgrade was approximately

2.6 CBR. The entire subgrade was initially surfaced with new P16 landing

mat, which was subsequently deformed by trafficking with equivalent C-130

aircraft loadings. In each item, the deformed M6 .ms overlaid with soil

and AM2 landing mat. In item 1, a thin leveling course of sand was placed

over the M6. Items 2-4 had a minimum 4-in.-th-ick* cushion layer of dry

sand, compacted clay gravel, and compacted lean clay, respectively, between

the deteriorated M6 and the AM2. In item 4, 716 membrane was placed over

toe lean clay prior to mat placement in o-dr to provie or, cection '.gainst

1 water intrusion du-ing wet weather. All items were surfaced with used AM.2

landing mat. The first run of mat was made up of two 2- by 12-ft panels

joined end to end. The second run ccusisted of four 2- by 6-ft panels

joined end to end. This alternating pattern was followed for 50 runs, or

approximately 100 ft (see plate 2). Items 1-4 had 13, 14, 12, and ll runs

of mat, respectively. Initially, the mat was laid to form a continuous

joint down the center line of the test section. After 26 coverages, the

mat pattern was modified by ahifting the individual runs alternately left

L and right about 6 in. to form the configuration shown in plate 3. A l0-ft-

wide traffic lane was painted on the surface of the test section.

Construction

16. The test section ias constructed as follows. First, an area

100 ft long and 24 ft wide was excavated to a depth of approxi mtely 12 in.

The cubgrade soil, a heavy clay (CH), was then processed to a water content

of aproxintely 27 ercent and placed in the test section in three corn-

pacted lifts, each approxi -tely 4 in. thick., to make a total subgrade

thickness of approximately 12 in. Each lift of soil was compacted with

* Frther reference will be maede to the minv-m thickness without
specifying it as such.
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eight coverages of a 50,000-ib, pneumatic-tired self-propelled roller hav-

ing seven tires, each inflated to 55 psi. After the final iift had been

placed and compacted, the surface of the subgrade was fine-bladed with a

road grader to a 2-1/2 percent crown and smoo ,ed with a 10-ton steel-wheel

roller. The average strength of the subgrade after construction was approx-

imately 2.6 CBR. The entire subgrade was surfaced with M6 landing mat (see

photograph 1). In order to produce a typical deteriorated landing mat sur-

face, the 146 was trafficked until failure. Failure of the 6 mat was ob-

tained with 18 coverages of a 25,0(0-lb SWL on a 20-20/22-ply rating (PR)

tire inflated to 90 pri, followed by eight coverages of the same wheel and

tire having a 30,000-lb Sn and 125-psi tire inflation pressure. A view of

tue M6 mat after failure is shown in photograph 2.

17. The overlay and cushioning materials were then placed on the de-

formed 6 mat. Items 3 and 4 were constructed first. The cL-shioning mate-
* rials fo items 3 and 4 were the clay gravel (GP) and lean clay (CL) de-

scribed in paragraph 10. The clay gravel and lean clay were placed on the

deteriorated 146 mat in adjacent loose lifts at respeatice -mt.r contents of

5-3 and 14.2 percent and were compacted with 16 coverages of a 50,000-.b,

* pneumatic-tired, self-propelled roller having seven tires, each inflated to
55 psi (photograph 3). After compaction, each lift was approximat3ly 4 to

6 in. thick. Both items were fine-bladed with a road grader to a 2.5 per-

cent crown. The cushioning material for item 2 and the leveling course for

item 1 was the sand (SP) described in paragraph 10. This material was

placed on item 2 in a loose lift and compacted slightly with two coverages

of a D4 tractor to a final thickness of approximately 4 in. (photograph 4).

The leveling course in item 1 was dumped on the M6 mat and smoothed with a

D4 tractor to the minimum thickness that would provide a level uniform

surface. In both items, the water content of the sand after placing aas

approximatevly 4.2 percent. 16 membrane was placed over the lean clay in

item 4. A vie'i of the unsurfaced base in al3 items is shown in photograph 5-

All items were surfaced -with A1 landing nw.c. The panels were brought to

the test site by forklifiu and placed in josition by a crew of laborers. The

anels were placed in the configuratio shown in plate 2. This particular

laying pattern was used in order to alleviate some of the difficulties

8
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normally encountered when laying 2- by 12-ft panels over a highly crowned

subgrade. After all the mat had been placed and the edges anchored, a 10-

ft-wide traffic lane and the test vehicle guidelines were painted on the

surface of the P142. A general view of the test section after construction

is shown in photograph 6.

Test Load Cart

18. A specially designed single-wheel test cart loaded to 25,000-lb

(fig. 3) was used in the traffic tests. The test vehicle was fitted with

an outrigger wheel to prevent overturning and was powered by the front half

of a four-wheel-drive truck. The load cart was equipped with a 30xll.5,

24-PR tire inflated to 250 psi, which gave a tire contact area of about

111 sq in. and an average contact pressure of about 225 psi.

Fig. 3. Single-wheel test cart

Tests and Results

Traffic tests

19. Traffic was applied to the test section using the vehicle de-

scribed in paragraph 18. To apply the test traffic, the vehicle was driven

forward and backward along the same path, then shifted laterally for a -

9
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distance equal to one tire print width, and the process was repeated.

Therefore, when the test vehicle had traversed the full width of the test

lane, a total of two coverages of traffic had been applied on the entire

lane. Traffic was applied in an epproximately normal distribution pattern

(fig. 4). The interior 60 in. of the traffic lane received 100 percent of

the traffic applied, and the exterior portions of the lane received 80 and

20 percent, as shown below. This pattern is similar to the distribution

1 00
o9 61

0z: • t ;/'

i- g. 4. Traffic distribution pattern for test section 1

occurring on rmway.s during actual aircraft op-erations. The coverage lev-

esreferred to in this renport are the total number of coverages applied to

the 100 percent coverage zone.

Soil tests and
misce laneous observat ions

20. Soil water contet, density, and in-pl~ace CER tests-were_ con-
ducted prior to and at the en of traffic in each test itm on the heavy-

clay subgrade and cushion matrials. These data are sizarized in table 1.I

At least three tests ".ere conducted a each pet, and the values listed inI

10
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table 1 corresponding to the various depths are averages of the values

measured at that particular depth.

21. Visual observations of the performance of the test section under

traffic were recorded throughout the test period. These observations were

supplemented by photographs. Level readings were taken prior to and at in-

tervals during traffic to show the development of permanent deformation and

deflection of the mat under the wheel load.

Failure criteria

22. Failure criteria were based primarily on mat breakage. It was

assumed that a certain amount of maintenance would be performed in the
field during actual usage and that minor mat breaks would be repaired.
However, if severe breaks that presented tire hazards developed, the indi-

vidual panel would be considered failed. It is considered feasible to re-

place up to 10 percent of the panels in a field facility and perform in-

* place repair -:, no more than an additional 10 percent. In this test, the

individual items generally were considered failed when 20 percent of the

panels in an item had failed. Other factors, such as elastic deflection of

the mat under traffic and cross-sectional deformation of the mat in the
, traffic lane, were also considered in the evaluation of the behavior of

each item under test traffic

Behavior of test

section under traffic

23. General. A general vie" of the test sectio i pr." )r to traffic

is shown in photograph 6. As traffic was applied to the test section, the

*mat deflected considerably, particularly alung the test lane center line.

During application of the first 26 coverages of traffic, the individual
~panels shifted laterally and longitu dinally due to the apparent instability

of the placement configaration used. A closeup view of a mat panel is

shorn in photograph 7, and a general view of item 2 at 26 coverages is

shown in photograph 8. At this point, all the mat eas removed from the

test section, and the placement configuration was changed so that succes-

sive end joints were offset about 6 in. from the center line as shown in

photograph 9 and plate 3. This configuration eliminated the tendency for

the panels to shift and creep by eliminating the =utual intersection of the

UI
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longitudinal and transverse joints. After the panels had been relaid and

the edges of the mat anchored, traffic was resumed. Again, considerable

mat deflection was observed in all items, but the panels no longer shifted

laterally or longitudinally.

24. Item 1. A general view of item I after rearrangement of the mat

at 26 coverages is shown in photograph 10. The first mat damage in item 1

appeared at 116 coverages when a small crack developed in an end-connector

weld in panel 23. At 160 coverares, an additional three end-connector

welds were cracked, but the item was still in serviceable condition. The

first panel failure occurred at 210 coverages when the end connector of

panel 23 sheared completely from the extruded part of the panel (see photo-

graph 11). At 300 coverages, panel 17, which was two-piece AM2, failed due

to severe cracks in both the end-connector .-eld and the center-line weld

(see photograph 12). In addition to the two failed panels, there were

eight panels with end-connector weld cracks. After 400 covrerages of traf-

fic, a total of 14 end-connector weld cracks had occurred. These cracks

averaged about 2.5 in. in length and occurred mostly on the overlapping end

cornectors. The most severe cracks were i panel 14, where the end-joint

weld was cracked almost entirely across the panel, and in panels 2k* and

19, both of which had large cracks on both ends of the end-connector welds.

Panel 14 also had a severe crack in the center-line weld. At 457 cover-

age.. panels 19 and 23A failed when the end connectors sheared off. At

500 coverages, panel 6 failed due to end-connector shear, and panel 14

failed due t r-i'tudinal weld breaks. At this time, it- 1 was consid-

ered failed, having six failed panels and 14 additicnal areas of ;anel

breakage. A view of item 1 at failure is shown ir photograph 13. During

application of traffic, approximately 6.92 in. of infall was recorded in

the test area. After periods of especially heavy rainfall, it was observed

that a suall amoint of the sand in the leveling course had been washed from

under the mat and deposited alongside the test section.

25. Item 2. A general view of item 2 after the mat was rearranged

at 26 coverages is shom in photograph 14. Mat breaks developed rathe-

• Suffix A indicates a replacement panel.

12
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rapidly in item 2. After 160 coverages, panels 39, 43, and 44 had failed

due to end-connector weld breaks. In addition, there were 12 panels with

end-connector weld cracks and one panel with a longitudinal weld crack.

The end-connector weld cracks averaged about 3 in. in length. Traffic was

continued to 300 coverages, at which time panels 43A, 44A, and 36 had

failed due to complete separation of the end-connector w eld. At this time,

item- 2 was considered failed. At failure, there were 33 :end-connector

breaks (including failed panels) and two longitudinal weld breaks in the

item. A view of iten 2 at failure is shown in photograph 15. During the

traffic tests, approximately 4.95 in. of rain fell on the test area, caus-

ing considrrable pumping and displacement of the sand from under the mat in

the traffic lane. Some sand also washed out from under the edges of the

mat.

26. Item 3. A general view of item 3 after rearrangement of the

panels at 26 coverages is sho-n in photograph 16. After 96 coverages,

panel 16, which vas two-piece AM2, developed cracks in the longitudinal

weld and after 160 coverages, failed --opletely. At 163 coverages, there

were also fo--,r panels ith end-connector weld cracks. Traffic was con-

tinmed to 500 coverages, at which time panel 58 failed due to end-connectoriI
shear. At this time, in addition to panel 58, there were 10 panels with

end-connector weld breaks, which averaged about 1.7 in. in length. Over-

all, the item was in fair con Ution. Traffic was continued, and at 660

coverages, panel 66 failed due to end-connector shear. At 760 coverages,

panel 58A failed from end-connector weld failure and item 3 -aS considered

failed. A vIew of item 3 at failure is shown in photograph 17. A' 760

coverages, in addition to the failed panels, there were 11 end-joint weld

cracks in various panels in the itm. The average length of the weld

crarcs was alproxizately 4.2 in. Also, there was one panel with a longi-

tudinal weld crack about 18 in. long. During the _ap on of the 760

coverages of traffic on item 3, approximate y 8.12 in. of rainfall was re-

corded in the test area. Iz was obserred that a small amount of the fines

in the clay gravel was washed from under the rat, anc there was some densi-

fication of the soil.

27. Item 4. A general view of itm 4 after rearrangement of the

13



panels at 26 coverages is shown in photograph 18. The first mat damage was

observed at 110 coverages when panels 92 and 94 developed cracks in the

center-line welds. At 116 coverages, these cracks had progressed to about

20 in., and both panels had developed end-connector weld cracks. Generally,

the item was in good condition. However, panels 92 and 94 began to deterio-

rate rapidly after 200 coverages, and panels 88 and 90 developed severe end-

connector eld cracks. At 300 covefages, all four panels failed, and the

entire item was zonsidered failed. In addition to the failed panels, there

were three panels in the item with end-connector weld cracks. A view of

item 4 at failure is shown in photograph 19. As noted in paragraph 24, ap-

proximately 6.92 in. of rainfall was recorded in the test area during appli-

cation of the initial 500 coverages of test traffic. Since the compacted

lean clay soil in item 4 was protected with T16 membrane, the soil was not

affected by the rainfall.

28. Permanent deformation. Plots showing mat deformation as deter-

mined from level readings taken at 26 coverages and at failure in each item

are shown in plate 4. A maximum deformation of about 0.5 in. was measured

at failure in items 1, 3, and 4. In item 2, the maximum deformation at

failure was about 0.1 in.

29. Elastic mat deflection. Plots indicating elastic mat deflection

in each item at various levels of traffic are shown in plate 5. Fbr each

item, deflection data were taken with the load wheel centered-on the longi-

.;inal joint between panels. These are the ma3xium deflections referred

to in this report. The maxi- deflections in items 1-4 prior to traffic
meptsured 1.0, 0.9, 1.0, and 1.4 in., respectively. At failure, the maximum

elastic deflections in items 1-4 were 1.6, 2.6, 3.0, and 2.2 in., respe-

tively. The largest increase in deflection over the test period occurred

in item 3 and measured 2.0 in. Me smalle t increase occurred in item I

and measured 0.6 in. aximzm deflection values are showu in table 2-

Discussion of Test Results

30. From the results of the pilot study reported herein, it was con-

cluded that the general concept of overlasing a deteriorated landing mat

14
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IMF-
surface with a soil layer and new landing mat is feasible. It was also de-

termined that almost any type of soil may be used as a cushioning layer be-

tween old and new mat if measures are taken to prevent water from saturat-

ing the soil.* The thin leveling course of sand performed better than the

4-in.-thick layer, possibly due to inadequate confinement of the thick sand

laycr under the overlay mat. The thickness (4 in.) of the clay gravel and

lean clay cushion material used in items 3 and 4, respectively, was ade-

quate and was considered to be about the minii, thickness that can be

properly graded and compacted over a deformed mat surface.

31. Although adequate strength was maintained in the clay gravel

cushion layer, there was a considerable loss of fines that were pumped up

through mat joints during wet-weather traffic. The T16 membrane used over,

the lean clay cushioning material in item 4 provided good waterproofing and

prevented any pumping action or strength loss in this item.

32. The pilot test section was only 24 ft wide and was constructed

to a 2.5 percent crown. During traffic, the edges of the mat were anchored
with lead weights, as shown in photograph 6. The anchorage was necesssary

to prevent excessive shifting and movement of the mat during traffic. How-
a-

ever, due to the crown, the narrow width of test section, and the anchorage

at the edges, the mat did not adequately conform to the soil cushioning
layer along the center line of the section and, in many places, was bridging

the subgrade an inch or more. As traffic -as applied, the bridging became

more severe, especially in items 2 and 3, where a loss of fines from pump-
ing action also contributed to early failure. This bridging of the mat re-
sulted in excessive mat deflection under the wheel load and thus contrib-

uted to early failure in the end-joint velds of the mat. Also, the mat

Y" used in the test section had already been trafficked in other tests and

some of the service life exuended.

33. Based on the resultz of the pilot test, it apteared that the

greatest needs in the development of overlay techniques were: (a) to vali-

date the ability of T16 m=-brane to protect a fine-gra-ired overlay soil,

* C. D. Burns and W. N. Brabston, nLanding Mat 0verlay on Deteriorated
Paement, Bare Base Support," Mdscellaneous Paper S-69-27, June 1969,
U. S..r Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, CE, Vicksburg, Miss.
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when used in overlay construction, from infiltration of water through mat

joints during prolonged trafficking in wet weather, and (b) to determine

the optimum laying configuration with respect to time and mat performance

when placing 2- by 2-ft landing mat panels over a high crown.

16
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PARI III: TEST SECTION 2 I

Pur poses

34. The purposes of the tests on test section 2 were to:

a. Validate the ability of T16 membrane to protect a fine-
grained soil, used in overlay construction, from infiltra-
tion of water through mat joints during prolonged traffick-
ing in wet weather.

b. Determine the optimum ladIng configuration for placing 2- by
12-ft landing mat janels over a crowned surface with respect
to time and mat performance.

Materials

Soils

35. Two types of soil were ucd in construction of the test section:

a heavy clay (CH) and . lean clay (C-). These soils are described in para-

graph 10.

Membrane

36. The membrane used in this test section was T16, which is de-

scribed in paragraph 11.
Landing mat

37. M6 landing mat, which is described in paragraph 12, was used to

surface the low-strength subgrade. The overlay cushion was surfaced with

new two-piece AM2 mat, which is described in paragraph 13.

90-deg turn adapter

38. Ninety-deg turn adapters are narrow aluminum extrusions that are

nurmally used to facilitate initial panel connection when laying a landing

mat toi-ay at 90 deg to an existing landing mat runway. i.e., a case where

an adapter is needed to join the end connectors of the runway mat to the

side connectors of the mat forming a taxiway laid at a 90-deg angle to the

runway. The adapters F.re extruded in 4- and 10-ft lengths. Typical adapt-

ers used during this test are shown in fig. 5. The adapter to the left in

fig. 5 is a -ft extrusion having an overlap (end) connector on one side

and a male (side) connector on the other side. The adapter to the right is

17
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3924-349

Fig. 5. Ninety-deg turn adapters

a 10-ft-long extrusion having a fema:le (side) con tor on one side and an

underlap (end) connector on the other side. Use of the adapters in this

test is explained in paragraph 49.

Test Section

Location

39. The test section was constructed in an unsheltered area on the

WES reservation in orde: to obcain maximum exposure to various weather

conditions.

Description

40. A layout of the test section is shown in plate 6. The test sec-

tion was 120 ft long and approximately 48 ft wide, and had a 3 percent

crown to facilitate drainage. The test section was divided into eight test

items. Items I and 2 were 24 ft long and 48 ft wide. Items 3a, 3b, 4a,

4b. 5a, and 5b were each 12 ft long and 48 ft wide. The only other vari-

able among the eight items -as placement configuration of the -M2 mat.

41. The test section had a subgrade consisting of heavy clay soil

('H). The subgrade had &i average strength of approximately 3.0 CBR, was

I18J
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120 ft long and 36 ft wide, and varied in thickness from 18 in. at the cen-

ter to 12 in. at the edges. The subgrade was surfaced with M6 landing mat,

wbich was subsequently deformed by accelerated trafficking to produce a

typical deteriorated landing mat surface.

42. The soil cushion, which was constructed directly on the de-

formed 146 mat, was lean clay soil (CL). Lean clay was selected because the

strength of the remolded material is sensit!_ve to an increase in moisture;

therefore, any leakage in the protective membrane could easily be detected.
The lean clay was compacted to an average initial strength of approximately
18 CBR. The overlay cushion was 120 ft long and 48 ft wide and had a mini-

mum thickness of 4 in. Due to surface irregularities in the deformed M6

mat, the thickness of the overlay cushion varied from 4 to 8 in.

the test section was surfaced with AV_ landing mat. As shown in plate 6,

a different mat placement configuration was used in each item. In item 1, -

the standard brickwork configuration was used. Item 2 was similar to

item 1 except that half panels instead of whole panels were placed over the

center-line crown on alternate ru.ns of mat. Item 3a consisted entirely of4: whole panels with a 6-in. stagger of end joints. In item 3b, half panels

were used over the crown in each run and were overlapped approximately 2 ft

(i.e., one-third the length of the rpa'iel) to provide a staggered joint sys-

tem with alternate end joints offset approximately 1 ft from the center

line on opposite sides of the center line. The remaining panels in eaci,

run of item 3b consisted of two fUll panels on one side and a full and a

half panel on the other side of the center panel, as shown in plate 6. In

items 4a and 4b, the mat was placed with a continuous joint along the cen-

ter line. In item 4a, half panels were used on both sides of the center

line in alternate runs, and full panels were used on both sides of the can-

ter line in the adjacent runs. In item 4b, only full panels were used,

which resulted in continuous joints along the center line and along lines

12 ft from each side of the center line. Items 5a and 5b were si -- ar to

items 4a and 4b except that along the center line, the panel end connectors

were attached by means of the turn adapters described in pargraph 38.

44. Items I and 2 each consisted of 12 runs of met, and it-ems 3a-5b
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each consisted of six runs of mat. Three traffic lanes were laid out on

the test section. The center line of lane 1 was situated 12 ft north of

the test section center line. Lane I was 90 in. wide. Lane 2 was situated

with its center line coincident with the test section cen.er line. The

center line of la'e 3 was located 12 ft south of the test section center

line. Lanes 2 a.i 3 were both 70 in. wide.

Construction

45. An area 120 ft long and 36 ft wide was excavated to a depth of

approximately 12 in. The excavated area was then filled with heavy clay

soil (CH). The heavy clay was processed in a stockpile area to a water

content of about 29 percent, transported to the site by dump truck, dumped
into the excavated area, and spread with a dozer (see photograph 20). The

soil was placed in lifts, each a]proximately 6 in. thick after compaction.

Each lift was compacted i1th eight coverages of a 50,000-lb, pneumatic-

tired roller having four tires, each inflated to 65 psi (see photograph 21).

Two full lifts were used to fill to original grade level, and a third lift,

approximately 6 in. thick at the center and tapering toward the edges, was

used to finish the fill to apprcximately the desired crown. After fill

work had been completed, the heavy clay was cut to Pinished grade with a

road grader. The test section was constructed to a 3 percent crown. Aver-

age strength of the subgrade after construction was about 3 CBR. The heavy

clay subgrase after final grading is -hown in photograph 22. M6 landing

mat was then placed on the subgrade. The mat was placed to cover an area

essentially 40 ft wide and 120 ft long. Since there are no M6 half panels,

i.e., 5-ft lengths, only 10-ft-long panels were used. Therefore, consecu-

tive runs of M6 were staggered right and left to facilitate interlocking,

which resulted in the configuration shown in photograph 23. Tke M6 was

then deformed by accelerated icraiTicking to produce a typical deteriorated

landing mat surface. Traffic -as accomplished with a 62,000-lb twin-wheel

load on two 20x20 tires, each inflated to 125 psi. Forty passes were made

over the M6, after which there were average surface deformations of about

3.0 in. A close-up of the 16 after deformation is shown in photograph 24.

46. A lean clay cushion, 120 ft long and 48 ft wide, was then con-

structed on the test section. The lean clay was processed in a stockpile

20
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area to a water content of approximately 13.7 percent, transported to the
site by dump truck, dumped evenly on the M6, and spread with a dozer (see
photograph 25). One lift of soil vas placed on the test section to 3. mini-

mum loose thickness of about 6 in. Tis lift was then compacted with 12

coverages of a 50,000-lb pneumatic-tired roller having four tires, each in-

flated to 90 psi. After compaction, the lean clay cushion was fine-bladed

with a road grader to give a finished mininrwn thickness of about 4 in. (see

photograph 26). Strength of the clay cushion after construction measured

approximately 17 CBR. A view of the clay cushion after construction is

showa in photograph 27.

47. T16 membrane was placed o rer the lean clay. The membrane is

manufactured in sheets 156 ft long and 78 ft wide. Two sheets were re-

quired to cover the entire test section. The T16 sheets were placed on the

test section and were bonded together by a transverse lap joint located ap-

proximately on the center line of the test section. The sheets were over-

lapped approximately 12 in., and after thorough cleaning, 314 EC 1099 cement

was applied to the surface that was to be bonded. The two layrs were then

pressed together by rolling a light vehicle along the entire leLgth of the

joint.

48. AMV2 mat was next placed on the test section. The mat wao pack-

aged in bundles, each of -Which contained 14 fall and L half panels. !Zne

bundles were transported to the site by forklift, and each panel was hand

carried from the bunMles to the desired location and positioned as shown in

photograph 28. The panels were placed on each item in the configurations

shown in plate 6. In items 1-3, the panels were locked tcgether at the end

joiirt in the conventional manner, i.e., insertion of a locking bar in the

end-connector slot (see plate 7a). In this method, the 2-ft-long bar is
inserted the full w'.dth of the panel, which is 2 ft wide. In items 4a-5b,

* the end-connector bars used in the continuous-t-pe e.id joints were posi-

tioned so that half of the bar penetrated into the end-connector slot of i
one run, and the other half of the bar penetrated into the end-connector

slot of the adjacent run of mat. This method, as shown in plate 7b, pro-

vided lateral stability at the mutually intersecting longitudinal and lat-

eral mat joints.

21
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49. In item 5. connection of the panel ends along the center line oi

the test section was accomplished by means of 90-deg turn adapters, which

are described in paragraph 38. This connection is shown in plate 7c. In

this method, one side of the narrow bar is compatible with the end con-

nector of the mat on the left -side. The narrow bar was connected to the

wider bar, the other side of which is compatible with the end connector of

the mat on the right. This connection is also shown in photograph 29. The

t-arn adapters are connected end to end with a setscrew, as shown in

photograph 29.

50. As shown in plate 6, items 1 and 2 each consisted of 12 runs of

mat, and items 3a-5b consisted of 6 runs of mat each, for a total length of

60 runs, or 120 ft. The average idth of the mat surface was approximately
48 ft. After the mat had been placed, traffic lanes and guidelines were

painted on the mat. A general view of the completed test section is shown"

in photograph 30.

Mat Placement , Test Traffic, Soil Tests,
and Miscellaneous Observations

Vat place ent

51. 'at placeru-nt tests were conducted to determine the optimm

method of laying mat over a crowned subgrade. As mentioned previously, the

difficulties involved in ',1cing AM2 on a crowned runway or taxiay derive

from the fact that as p.Lacement of the mat progresses, the in-place matting

conforms to the subgrade, producing a curved surface laterally over the

center-line crown and making connection of additional panels in the center-
line crown area difficult since the in-place matting is curved and the

panel to be connected is relatively straight. Therefore, in order to ob-

tain alignment between the side connectors of the in-place mat and the

I-anel to be placed, it is necessary to raise the in-place mat slightly near

the crown before connection can be made. The three following methods of

raising the in-place matting were evaluated:

a. The mat was placed with hand labo- only, and the edge of the
in-place mat was raised by using only steel bars and fulcrum
blocks.

22
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b. The edge of the in-place matting was raised near the crown
by means of a forklift before additional panels were
connected.

c. A slanted sled, as shown in fig. 6, was positioned under the
in-place mat on one side of the crown in order to provide
continuous uplift in that area. The sled was pulled along
the test section as placement of the mat progressed, and a
portion of the sled extended from under the mat to provide
support for the panels being rlaced.

ma on crone sugrI-2-

S..

Fig. 6. Slanted sled used to assist inplcg
mat on crowned subgrade

Rate of placement tests v-re conducted using several placement configmurg-

tions in order to determine the optimum method of placement. All placem-ent

tests were timed to determine rates of mat placement in square feet per

man-hour. Results of these tests are discussed In paragraph 62.

Test vehicles

52. The test vehicles used in test 2 were similar to the vehicle

shown in fig. 3 and described in paragraph 18. -br traffic in lane 1, the

vehicle had a 30,000-13b Sh% on a 20x20 tire inflated to 100 psi. Traffic

in lane 2 was initially applied using a 15,000-lb S;Z on a 30011.5 tire in-

flated to 250 psi; however, the SfL. was later increased to 25,000 lb. Lane

3 was trafficked with a 25,000-lb Sl'-L on a 30:--.5 tire inflated to 250 psi.
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Tire contact areas and pressures for the differe-nt loads used are given

below:

Inflation Contact
Pressure Area

-Tire SWL, lb

20h-20 30,000 100 W

30x11.5 15,000 250 57

3O0ll.5 25,000 250 M1

T-wo test carts -were used to aply traffic. One vehicle vas equipped with

the 2&-20 tire, and the other with the 3O0cU.5 tire. Both vehicles had es-

sentially the same configuration as the vehicle shorun in fig. 3.
lraff r- tests

53. Traffic -eas applied to each lane of the test section using the

met~hod d2scribed in paragraph 19. Thbe relative position of the lanes cai

ti- 2 test section and the respective loadings used wiiere selected to rsImulate

tetraei u a single iheel of a C-130 main gear in lane 1 and the nose

gear anu mna-, -ear an F-L in lanes 2 and 3, respective3,y. Hownever, the

laigin lane 2 h-as increased from 15,300 to 25,000 l1b after 200 cover-

-ages, as explained in paragraph- 57. Test traffic -was applied in an approx-

imately normal distribution pattern as show-n in fig. 7. Mhe interior 54~ in.

-/a-.~- sto-is,
100% 100%

so, 80% 60% 81 E
00

00

z
hiS

90-11V TRAFFI A~ r. j.------ V 70 3 TAtLAA-.j

CLANE I b. LANES 2 AND 3

Fig. 7. Traffic distribution patter-n for test section 2
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of lane 1, and the interior 30 in. of lanes 2 and 3 received 100 percent of

tbe test traffic that. was applied, and the exterior portions of each lane

received less traffic as shovn. This pattern is similar to the traffic

distribution occurring in the aircraft wheel paths on runways during actual

aircraft o .rations. The coverage levels refer--ed to in this report are

the total number of coverages ap plied in the 100 percent coverage zone.

Scil tests and
misc ellaneous observations

54. Soil tests, miscellaneous observations, photographs, and defor-

mation and deflection data, as described in paragraphs 20 and 21 for test

section 1, also were obtained for test section 2. These data are shoum in

table 3.

Behavior of Test Section Under Traffic

,55 Test traffic was coaenced on L. October 1967 and ended on 29

Dece=ber 1967. During this period, a total. of 2000 coverages of traffic

-was amplied to eac, lane. Traffickdng -as accomplished in oth dry and wet

meather. A total of 11.37 it. of rainfall occrred in the test area during

the test pneriod.

Lane .

5,'. A total of 2000 coverages of test traffic was applied in lane 1;

of these. 194 uere applied during liht to heavy rain showers. A total

rainfa l of a'prox-iate3y S.71 in. -was recorded in the test area during the

-et-wether traffic periods. Mat breakae in lane 1 was negligible, and

after traffic, the entire lane was in excellent condition. A view of

lane 1 before and after traffic is shxwn in photogram"s 31 and 32,
respectively.

Lane 2

57. A view of lane 2 before traffic is sho-m in photograph 33. ne

first 200 coverages of traffic in lane 2 were applied with a 15,000-1b MI

on a 3QK11.5 tire inflated to 250 psi. During this initial traffic phase,

it uas observed that there bas little deflection of the landing mat under

the rolling wheel load, and no discernible distress had developed in the
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mat as a result of test traffic. Therefore, the test load wa- increased to

25,000 lb and traffic was continued. Approximately 298 coverages were ap-

plied during periods of light to heavy rainfall, and a total rainfall of

1.91 in. was recorded in the test area during the wet-weather traffic

periods. As traffic was applied, small end-connector cracks developed in

several panels in each item except items 3a and 3b; however, the mat break-

age generally was minor and of little detriment to mat performance. During

the application of traffic with the 25,000-lb SWL, it was observed that

generally there was greater mat deflection in items 4a, 4b, 5a, and 5b

(i.e., those items having the continuous longitudinal joint) than in the

four other items. Traffic was continued until 1800 coverages had been ap-

plied -dth the 25,000-lb SL, making a total of 2000 coverages of test

traffic. Overall, the test lane was in ;-' -e32!.ent condition after traffic.

A view of lane 2 at this time is showr Ln -hot,,-aph 34.

* Lane 3

58. A view of lane 3 before traffic is sion in photograph 35. A

total of 2000 coverages of test traffic was alplied in lane 3 with the j
25,000-ib SWL and 250-psi tire inflation -vessure. Apprimately 470 coy-

erages were aplied in periods of light to heavy rain showers, and a total

of 2.86 in. of rainfall -as recorded in the test area during wet-keather

traffic periods. As traffic -was applied, end-connector weld cracks devel-

oved in each item e-cept item 2, and C-rail web cracks were found in one or

tv Pan ls in items 1, 3b. 4a, and 5b. A total of 2000 coverages of traf-

fic was ap-lied in lane 3- Mat breakage after traffic consisted of minor

weld cracks in itmems 1, 2, 3a, 3b, and 4 a, and these items were in excel-

lent condition. However, there were L, 2, and 1 failed panels in t 4b,

5a, and 5b, respectively. Panel failure ip each case vas due to total

failure of the end-connector weld and ccplete separation of the end con-

nector from tale main body of the panel. A view of ites 3b and =D after

traffic is shown for comparison in photographs 36 and 37, respectively. A

general view of lane 3 after traffic is shown in photograp-h 38.

Surface deformation

59. Plots of the cross-sectional elevation of etch item before and
after traffic are shoiw in plates 8-10. These data show that emeranent mat
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deformation during the traffic-period was negligible.

M4at deflection

60. Plots indicating maxm-um mat deflection in each item are shown
in plate 11. These plots show that the maximm deflections, which occurred

at the panel end joints, were obtained in lane 3. The greatest deflection

value, 1.7 :b., was measured in item 5b of lane 3. Generally, the deflec-

tion values increased during trafficking. Average increases of these values

for lanes 1-3 were 0.1, 0.3, and 0.4 in., respectively. The greatest in-

crease in deflection -as obtained in item 5b of lane 3 and measured 0.9 in.

II, "Removal of AY Yat and T16 Yier-brane

61. After completion of traffic tests, all mat was removed from the

test section (see photograph 39). Inspection of the T16 revealed that the

-j membrane under lanes 1 and 2 vas in e _cellereo condition, and no holes or

cuts were found. In lane 3, several small holes -ere found mainly in areas

of the membrane where the end connectors of the overlyiLg mat had sheared

and the edges of the broken panels had cut the T16 duing traffic. Most of

the membrane damage was limited to items 4b and 5b. Small holes vere also
found in the T16 in item 2. It was also found that in lane 3, a slight
amount of water had leaked through the damaged areas of the membra during

wet weather. In items 5a and 5b, there -as a relatively large area that

had become wet due to leakage through the =embrane, and in items 2 and 4b,
sma wet areas were found in the lean clay. Except for item 5b, however,

lane 3 generally --as in good condition and was still quite serviceable. A

generaiL view of lanes 1-3 after removal of the membrane is shown in photo-

graphs 40-42, respectively. In-place CBR, water content, and dry density
data taken after removal of the membrane are shown in table 3.

Mat Placement Rates

N-S tests

62. Rate of placement tests -ere conducted using the panel configu-

rations of items 1, 2, and 3b. For items 1 and 2 configurations,
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kpproximately 1920 sq ft of mat was placed. All three of the placement

methods described in paragraph 51 were used in these tests. For the item 3b

configuration, only the forklift method was used. Approximately 576 sq ft

of mat was placed in this configuration. Results of these tests are as

foilows:

Placement Rate

Configuration Metod of Fo_'ement sq ft per man-hour

Item 1 Manual 278
Forklift 292
Sled 207

Item 2 Manual 319
Forlift 393
Sled 340

item 3b Forklift 400

Field observations

63. Rate of place-ent data also -ere obtained frvx project records

covering the construction of a 6000- by !.00-ft test runway at Dyess AFB,

Texas, in 1968. The runW, iich had a 2-1/2 percent cro-n, was surfaced

With .U, MQ418, and -X419 landin mat. "fThe JVr_,8 mat is manufactured in

2- by 12-ft m and is similar to kM2. Initially, the XM8 mat -as laid

on the subgrade in th-e conventi--nal brickwork coastruction pattern; ho-

ever, due to difficulty in placi the mat on the crowmed rurface, subse-

quent mat placL-emt -as accomplished using a staggered-joint pattern si'i.-

lar to that of item 3b of this test section, except a 6-in. stagger of

joints on each side of the center line was used inMstead of the 1-ft stagger

show-n in plate 6. Rate of placement data for the .2 and .M8 mats at

Dyess AFS er as fol.oics:

Place-ment Rate
mat Configuration Mehod of Placement sq ft ner man-hour
-8 item I

(con-ventional) Forklift 66

Iten 3 (Modified) MamAl 270

.M2 Item 3b (modified) Manual 180
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PART IV: DISCUSSICU AND COCLSICRIS

Discussior

64. Die results of traffic tests on lane 1 indicated that mat break-

age under the 30,000-lb SW-L and lOC-psi tire inflation pressure was negli-

gible and that as traffic progressed, there was little change in ar

mat deflection through the test lane. Therefore, within the coverage level

achieved in lane 1, no correlation between mat placement configuration and
i behavior under traffic could be established.

65. In lane 2, although minor weld cracks did develop in almost

ever- item during traffic, mat damage was not so severe as to allow a rea-

sonable performance comarison between items from a standpoint of relative

mat breakage. Ho-ever, it was noted that -hen the SWi, was increased to

25.,000 lb, there w-as a considerable differrenc between the mazi. mat de-

flection values obtained in items 4a, 4b, 5a, and 5b and the deflection

values obtained in the other four it-s. us, the increased loading did

reveal the undesirable def lection characteristics of the continuous longi-

tudinal joint configurations.

66. In lane 3, mat daage resulti.g from test tz-affic varied from

none in iten 2 to actual mahel failures in items 4b, 5a, and 5b. Thus, it

was again indicated that the perfor=mance of the items with the continuous

longitudinal joint was not so good as that of the other items. Maxir m mat

deflections were somewhat higher in all items of lane 3 thsn in the respec-

ive items of lanes I and 2. Also, it is possible that some bridging of

the mat occurred in lane 3-

67. Based on the results of the traffic tests, it was decided to

conduct timed mat placement tests to compare the placement rates obtained

with the configurations of items 2 and 3b with the placement rate obtained

with the conventional pattern (item 1) iten all are used on a crowed sub-

grade. The results of the mat rate of placement tests indicate that the

forklift assistance technique was superlior to the manual and sled mat

placement methods. Of the three placement configurations evaluated in this

test, the highest placement rate, 400 sq ft per man-hour, was obtained with
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the configuration of item 3b. It should be recognized that the placement

tests conducted at IES were performed with an experienced crew in a test

Cituation and that the placement rates obtained %vuld tend to be higher

than those obtained under actual field conditions. However, the data do

provide a usefal comparison of the placement rates obtained using three

different configurations.

68. Data in paragraph 63 shw that in construction of an actual field

facility at Dyess AFB, there was a narked increase in rate of mat placement

wnen a noified version of the item 3b configuration was used in lieu of the

conventional pattern, i.e., 270 sq ft per =an-hour versus 66 sq ft per =an-

hour. These field rates were 6btaine-d with XM18 landing rat, which is very

sim-l r to the AW. The field p acerent rate for A71-2 si,-mlar to that used

in this -.est was 190 sq ft per ran-hour.

69. A su=ary of the soil CR, -water content, and dry density data

* is given in table 3. These data indicate that before traffic, the average

CDR, water content, and dry density of the lean clsy soil measured 18, 13.7

percent, and 97.6 pcf, respectively. After traffic, these same respective

values xmeasured 19, 16.6 percent, and 99-4 pf in ln 1, and 20, 16.4 per-

cen't. and 100 mcf in lane 2. The slight increase in moisture content in

these lanes: was probably due to condensation of moisture under the m=-bre.

dring -the test period. In lane 3, the soil strength after traffic in

it-s 1-5 neasured 24, 10, 14, 8, and 4.8 CER, respectively. (in table 3,

item 3 values include ite-s 3a and 3R values; item 4 viaues include item 4 a

and 4b values, etc.) Water contents ranged fra 18.6 percent in item 1

to 25.4 percent in item 5. As noted in paragraph 61, there had been some

leakage through the embrane in items 4b and 5b due to the sharp edtes

of broken =at piercing the T16 and allowing entry of water in this area.

Overall, ho'eer, the compacted lean clay cus' on was stable and dry and

was in excellent condition after 2000 cover ges of traffic. Severe =at

breakage and subsequent membrane damage were conftined to a few items, and

in the areas *&ere the mat remained intact (zost of the test section),

there a-s no -embrane damage and consequently no leakage. As mentioned

earlier, there vas a total of 14.37 in. of rainfall during the test period.

70. Over the past several years, the WES has conducted landing mat
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tests in which systems having two layers of nat were evaluated under test

traffic. While these were not mat overlay investigations as such, the

characteristics of the layered systems were similar to the overlays evalu-

ated in the Bare Base investigations. Therefore, summary descriptions of

some of the more pertinent systems and their performances under test traf-

fic are presented in table 4.

Conclusions

71. From the data obtained during this test, it can be concluded

that:

a. A compacted layer of fine-grained soil, when used as a cush-
ioning material in overlay cnstruction, can be maintained

* in a dry and stable condition for prolonged periods of a-ir-
: craft traffic if it is protected by T16 membrane between the

soil cushion and the overlay mat.

b. The optimum configuration with respect to placement time and
mat performance for placing 2- by 12-ft landing mat on a
cro-ned subgrade is a configuration similar to that used in i
item 3b of test section 2 (see plate 6).

72. Concurrent with the test reported hcrein, the 'ES conducted an

, investigation of mat overlay techniques on deteriorated pavements. A re-

port, on that investigation has been published.* Joint findings from those

tests and from the tests reported herein indicated generally that a rough, I
deteriorated landing rat or pavement surface can be successfully upgraded j
to p ovide a smooth surface that will sustain aircraft traffic by overlay-

ing -wth a soi:l leveling course and new or usable landing mat. Specific

findings from these investigations also revealed that:

a. Practically any type of inorganic soil can be used for the
leveling course.

b. The optimum thickness of the soil ILayer after the grading is
the maxim= thickness that wnll (1) provide a uniform bear-
ing surface for the mat; (2) provide an adequate slope or
crown for drainage (2-1/2 to 3 percent); and (3) allow a
sufficient q.,antity of soil so that the material can be
easily placed, compacted, and graded. Thick sand layers

* Burns and Brabston, op. cit.
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should be avoided, however, due to high densification that

can result in excessive mat deflection under traffic.
The soil leveling course must be well protected from surface
water saturation.

d. Means of protecting the soil are as follows:

(1) Sands and fine-grained soils. Covering with a prefab-
ricated membrane such as T16 and WX18 after grading.

(2) Gravell materials. Chemical stabilization with port-
land cement at 6 percent by soil weight. (There is
currently no prefabricated membrane that can be success-
fully used between gravel and landing mat due to the
severe abrasion generated during traffic on the mat.)

e. The optimum configuration for placing 2- by 12-ft landing
mat on a crowmed surface is one similar to that used on
item 3b of test sectior 2 as reported herein (see plate 6).
Landing mat having a square configuration, e.g. X9, may be
placed on a crowned surface in the conventional configuration.
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Table 4

Mitilayer Mat Test Data

CBR
in Top Tire
12 to Tesl InflVation
15 in. Load Pressure

System* Subgrade kips psi Performance

4-in. soil layer 14 50 200 Failed at
between two 325 coverages
layers of M6 mat

2-in. soil layer 14 50 200 Failed at
between two 252 coverages
layers of M6 mat

Two layers of T7 18 50 200 No failure after
magnesium mat 700 coverages
mechanically
connected

Two layers of 8 16 50 200 Failed at 200
mat mechanically coverages.
connected at Not considered
-lightening holes practical

Two layers of TII 14 50 200 No failure after
mat 700 coverages

* The first four systems are discussed in WES Technical Report

3-461, "Engineering Tests of Experimental T7 agnesium and
Modified Standard Steel Airplane Landing Yts," July 1957;
the last system is discussed in WES Technical Report 3-634,
"Engineering Tests of Experimental T11 Aluminam Airplane Land-
ing Mat," Sept 1963.
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Photograph 3. Compacting cushioning soils in items 3and 4
wiith 50,000-lb roller

Photograp~h 4. Spreading sand in item 2 with D4 tractor
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Photogrk h 5. mlee T est section afeposrcior o trafioil
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Photograph 7. Curl Of overlalping end connector after 26 coverages

~zz.

Photograph 8. Item 2 after 26 coverages
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Photograph 9. Test section after center-line joint vw. staggered I

Photogrkph 10. Itemn 1 after rearrangemenat of mat at 26 coverages
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Photograph U. Sheared end connector of panel 23 (210 co'.-rages)

9 4

Photograph 12. Close-up of centex-line weld failure on two-piece M-12
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Ph~tgra~ 13.Item 1after failu~re at 500 coverages

Photograph 14. Item 2 after rearrangement of r-at at 26 covergs
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Photograph 15. Item 2 after failure at 300 coverages

Pnotograph 16. Item 3 after joints were staggered at 26 coverages
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Photograph 17. Item 3 after failure at 760 coverages
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Photograph 19 Item 4 after failure at 300 coverages

392L- '

Photograph 20. Heavjy cla being dumped into excavationI
for test section 2 and spread with a dozer
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P hotograph 21. Compaction of subgrade of test section 2
using 50,000-lb roller

-175-

Photograph 22. Heavy clay subgrade ater final gradj-ng
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Photograph 23. M46 mat surface with staggered end joints

Photograph 24~. Deformed M6 mat surface of test section 2 after traffic
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Photograph 29. Turn adapter used a3.ong center line of crowiled subgradej

7hOtogranh" 30. Test section 2 prior to traffic
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Photograph 31. Lane 1, test section 2, prior to trafi~ic

Photograph 32. Lane 1, test section 2, after 2000 coverages of traffic
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Phfotograph 3h~ Lane 2, test section 2, after 2000 coverages of traffic
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Photograph 35. Lane 3, test section 2, prior to traffic

Photograph 316. item 3b, l ane 3, after 2000 coverages of-: traffic
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* Photograph 37. Item 5b, lane 3, after 2000 coverag~s of traffic
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I

Photograph 3"3. Lane 3: test section 2, after 2000 coverages of traflic
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Fnotograi 39. T6 =ne--brane (in background) after ma t
had been reoved follo-wimg traff-sc tests

UZI I

Rhotograph 140. Lean clay Cushion, lane 1, after mat and merbrane

a re remxve-d fofllw-Ing tr-affic tests
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Thotograph 4l. Lean clay cushion, lane 2, after mat and
* n=brane iaere remved folloing traffic tests

Fhotog-- ap1 2-enca csin ae3 fer-;- n ~rn
vere ~ -~ remve folwn -rii tet
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